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Abstract— Drilling has been must for every industry. Drilling 

holes in a part, sheet metal and frame structures of fabricating 

industries are regular industrial work. Delamination free drill 

and accurate drilling needs rigidity and strong drills. Due to 

the complex space in irregular constructions the fixed drills 

will fail to make drill. To face that situation of drilling need 

to use hand driller in such cases but hand drilling machine 

have alignment problems while drilling. This thesis reveals a 

solution for that problem by fabricating 3600 flexible drilling 

machine with less cost. This drilling can be flexible due to its 

simple design and easy assembly.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Drilling machine is the most important machine tools in a 

workshop. It was designed to produce a circular hole of 

required diameter and depth on metal work pieces. Though 

holes can be made by different machine tools in a shop, 

drilling machine is designed specifically to perform the 

operation of drilling and similar operations. Drilling can be 

done easily at a low price in a short period of time in a simple 

drilling machine. Drilling can be called as the operation of 

producing a cylindrical hole of required diameter and depth 

by removing metal by the rotating edges of a drill. The cutting 

tool drill is attached in the spindle of the drilling machine. 

Small mark of indentation  is made where we going to drill 

with a help of centre punch. The rotating drill is placed at the 

location and is fed into the work. The hole can be made up to 

a required depth. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A project to use multiple heads to create contour drills and 

angular holes was taken up by A.S.Udgave, (2008).Multiple-

spindle drilling machines are used for mass production, a 

great time saver where many pieces of jobs having many 

holes are to be drilled. Multi-spindle head machines are used 

in mechanical industry in order to increase the productivity of 

machining. Hun-Keun Chang (2006) established a method to 

rotate the drill head using robotics. In their research, 

roughness of machined surface was assumed to be generated 

by the relative motion between tool and work piece and the 

geometric factors of a tool. 

III. DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE DRILLING MACHINE 

A. Design of Column 

The column designed to a height of 55cm and base with 

27*27cm. this will be more important to with stand overall 

weight of system. The column contains movable sleeve to 

produce up and down motion of drill.  

This also contains open coil helical spring of coil 

diameter 6mm and mean diameter of 50mm with a length of 

140mm are designed. 

 
Fig. 1: Design of column 

B. Design of closed coil helical spring 

It is necessary to support long link to move with two degree 

of freedom. This link is connected with column by means of 

closed coil helical spring. The spring of coil diameter 3mm 

and mean diameter of 20mm with a length of 150mm are 

designed. 

 
Fig. 2: Design of closed coil helical spring 

C. Design of Long Link 

The long arm used here having the length of 300mm.  

 
Fig. 3: Design of long link 

D. Design of Connecting Link 

The connector is used to connect the short link with long link 

and also gives sliding motion between them. 
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Fig. 4: Design of connecting link 

The main aspect in design of whole system is to 

design shorter link. To maintain center of gravity to fall 

within the arc of rotation it is important to design the shorter 

length with 100mm 

 
Fig. 5: Design of short link 

 
Fig. 6: Assembly of drilling machine 

IV. COMPONENTS USED 

The major components of flexible drilling machine are  

A. Closed Coil Spring  

Designed to resist stretching and twisting, these springs are 

also known as tension/extension springs. These springs 

feature an eye or a hook at the end for attachment. These 

springs can endure stress caused by high torsion or bending. 

The coils are closely wound to each other, and lie on the same 

axis of the helix. The turns of this spring lie at 90 degrees to 

the axis of the helix. These springs are used for heavy duty 

applications such as carburetors, garage door assemblies, 

vise-grip pilers, etc. 

B. Open Coil Spring  

These helical springs are designed to resist compression, 

which is they are known as compression springs. These 

springs are not wound tightly, and have a high pitch. This 

results in large spaces between the coils, which also makes 

the springs very recognizable. Hence, no two turns of a spring 

will lie on the same axis of the helix.  

The turns of these springs are located at inclined angles 

towards the helical axis. Some typical applications include 

ball point pens, valve assemblies in engines, car suspension 

systems, pogo sticks, etc. 

C. Column  

In our project GI pipe of 50mm is used for support the whole 

system. A column or pillar in architecture and structural 

engineering is a structural element that transmits, through 

compression, the weight of the structure above to other 

structural. 

D. Movable Sleeve  

Sleeve is used to give up and down motion for the drilling 

machine. Open coil spring compress and expand to give 

vertical motion. Movable sleeve having adjustable bolt on 

back side it can hold the height at a position. It is used give 

variable position for the sleeve. 

E. Rotary Joint  

Rotary joint is connected with the top end of column. The 

main purpose of rotary joint is to give rotary motion to 

drilling machine 

F. Linkages  

The linkage is precisely machined hollow square rod. This 

must be accurately sized to balance its own weight. If its size 

over than the limit, center of gravity will lie outer the body 

resulting in collapse of entire structure.  

G. Drilling Machine  

A drill  is a tool fitted with a cutting tool attachment or 

driving tool attachment, usually a drill bit or driver bit, used 

for boring holes in various materials or fastening various 

materials together. The attachment is gripped by a chuck at 

one end of the drill and rotated while pressed against the 

target material. The tip, and sometimes edges, of the cutting 

tool does the work of cutting into the target material. 

V. WORKING OF FLEXIBLE DRILLING MACHINE 

This drilling machine has a radial arm which along with the 

drilling head can swing and move vertically up and down as 

can be seen in Fig. The radial, vertical and horizontal arm 

movement of the drilling head enables locating the drill 

spindle at any point within a very large space required by 

large and odd shaped jobs.  

The tubular column on that the radial arm which 

moves up and down manually or it can powered movement 

then the drilling head here this is called drilling head which 

holds the drill spindle here in which the drill is mounted and 

is subjected to rotation. The entire head is mounted on the 

radial arm and this can move inward and outward from the 

drill axis. Also the horizontal arm can slide linearly on 

vertical arm. Not only that, as this along with this radial arm 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cutting_tool_(machining)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drill_bit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screwdriver#Powered_screwdriving
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boring_(manufacturing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fastening
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_(engineering)#Drill
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the drilling head moves upward and downward to have large 

gap between the to drill and job or there is a stoke length. Not 

only that further this radial arm can be rotated about the 

column rotated about the column, say about 360 degree.  

The main movements in the machine are:  

1) 360 degrees rotation of arm joint.  

2) Up & down movement of the horizontal arm on vertical 

arm.  

3) Linear slide movement of horizontal arm.  

VI. SETUP PROCEDURE 

The base used to support the whole machine. It’s made of 

mild steel. The base of the drilling machine supports the 

entire machine and when bolted to the floor, provides for 

vibration-free operation and best machining accuracy. The 

top of the base is similar to the worktable and may be 

equipped with t- slot for mounting work too large for the 

table.  There are two arms Vertical arm and Horizontal arm  

The primary arm holds the secondary arm and it is with the 

help of this arm the 360° of rotation is transferred from the t 

plate to the secondary arm in order to move the drill head at 

angles. They are made up of stainless steel. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This project is an efficient operation and competitive cost. 

Since a number of operation and angular hole can be 

performed in a simple unit. 

It is efficient and economical. Considering its uses and cost 

of project, it becomes relatively cheap when compared to 

other units. 
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